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Performance Planning 
Excerpted from Change-ABLE Organization by Mathers & Daniels 

 
The Performance Plan is a verbal statement a manager makes to identify the key results he or 
she is expecting to accomplish over the next year. Performance Plans are not the entire 
planning process in effective organizations. There will be other elaborate strategic plans, 
project plans and process plans to address all aspects of the organization’s performance, and 
each one is undertaken with significant research and attention to detail. These constitute a 
written database with which the organization validates the probabilities of its hopes, assigns 
specific tasks and assesses progress. A key characteristic of the effective organization is its 
ability to translate this detailed tapestry into a living reality through the unique discipline of 
Performance Plans. 
 
At the same time, Performance Plans identify the web of functional activities necessary to 
accomplishing the organization's greater goals and strategic objectives.  Through results-
oriented Performance Plans dependencies and inter-relationships become plain and the nature 
of the organization's work becomes more straightforward. 
 
 Key Business Objective Percent Key Partners 
1. Project or Ongoing Task 
Metrics:  

• Time-bound, measurable, outcome-oriented 

% 
Focus of 
personal / 
group resources 

People (with group 
name) dependent on for 
information, resources, 
or decision-making 

 
Five essential characteristics of the Performance Plan make it a causal force in the life of the 
organization: 
1. The Performance Plan incorporates simple, emphatic statements. Each Plan consists of less 

than seven key results that the originator intends to accomplish during the next year. The 
Plan can be recited in less than three minutes, usually in less than 90 seconds. The 
originator has it memorized. If it is written down (as it often is), it fits easily on one page. 
Hearing (or reading) this statement provides a clear idea of what the manager intends to 
do. It connotes the manager’s knowledge of what he or she is about in the organization and 
usually carries an implication of intense and focused commitment. 

  
2. The statement is only a list of specific results. A result is something that would pass the 

“Look, Ma!” test—it is a deliverable the manager or anyone else (even Ma) can see. The 
results of a Performance Plan will eventually be visible to and verifiable by anyone 
concerned with the desired outcomes. No explanation of how the results will be achieved 
or what resources are required is offered. This is the key to the simplicity and emphatic 
clarity of the statement. It stimulates a vision of specific actions or events. The statement 
invites conversation even when the manager’s work is unfamiliar. In addition, specific 
results are identified and their pace and deadlines are part of the description. Some 
indicator of the resulting quality—what customers will be able to do with the results, or the 
critical specifications of each result’s uniqueness—are included as a measure. 

  
3. The statement identifies the key partners critical to the realization of each objective or 

outcome. These partners—inside or outside the organization or business (i.e., vendors and 
customers, as well as internals)—are the people at peer level who must be aligned with the 
identified outcome to guarantee its success. Often a short list, these are the players who 
ensure success and help define the need for linkages across the organization in the form of 
Linked and Task Force Teams. 
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4. The statement addresses issues of priority by showing the relative importance of these few 

key results. Relative priority is an important characteristic of this statement. One-hundred 
points (percentages) are spread out among the results to indicate which are most 
important. For instance, if there are five results of equal importance in the Plan, the 
originator will say that each result is about 20 per cent of the Plan. The originator does not 
say, “my first priority is...and my second priority is.” When a Plan is prioritized in this way 
(ordinal priority), serious confusion is often created: the audience will focus only on the 
first priority and ignore the others until it is accomplished. This is rarely a desirable 
response. Discussing the intended results in terms of relative priority invites the audience 
to understand each result separately and in the context of the whole Plan. The audience is 
invited to identify the relevance of the speaker to their own plans, and to see themselves in 
the context of the speaker’s whole commitment. 

  
5. The Plan must be comprehensive. It must name the results requiring at least 80 per cent of 

the resources (e.g., time, budget, human capital and other) the manager controls in the 
organization. The Plan is not only a statement of the new initiatives to be undertaken 
during the year. It also describes the routine actions to be accomplished again this year, as 
in years before. The statement describes the results of the whole performance to which this 
manager is committed. By being comprehensive, the Plan helps managers clarify their roles 
for others, thereby inviting them into functional working relationships. 

 
As indicated in the descriptions above, the function of Performance Plans in the effective 
organization is to invite and provoke clarity in working relationships. When managers 
perform linking roles in the hierarchy, they must have an efficient way of reminding everyone 
of their commitments. Performance Plans guide team meetings to understand the perspectives 
from which all team members view the business and to clarify any modification of roles the 
team requires as a result of its decision-making.  
 
Efficiency and speed in the process of role clarification are essential to the organization’s 
ability to change. Performance Plans are constantly modified as the organization finds its 
way—through market or internal realities—toward its goals. The most frequent change is in 
the relative priority of a manager’s key results. The priorities will show significant change 
during any 90-day period. By the end of any twelve month period, at least two of the key 
results will change in most Plans. Usually, the result has been achieved, transferred or entirely 
dropped by the organization.  
 
Performance Plans also provide vital metrics for managerial overload. If a manager is 
committed to more than seven results, it is very likely that he or she is overloaded. Since 
people usually can’t remember more than seven variables at any one time, it is unlikely the 
manager will be able to maintain the focus necessary to deliver on all the results. 
 
Limiting the Performance Plan to seven key results forces every manager to think about work 
at an appropriate level of abstraction. When managers list more than seven results, they are 
often drawing up some of their subordinates commitments into their own plan. Then they 
summarize and integrate all subordinate results in a statement operating at a higher level of 
abstraction. The limitation of seven outcomes requires the manager to think through the issues 
of how the team’s work is supposed to come together in larger scale results. 
 
Of course, Performance Plans are being aligned constantly—vertically and horizontally—
throughout the organization. Each time managers attend Work Reviews in the vertical chain of 
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Linked Team meetings or in cross-functional or networked meetings, their entire plans are 
displayed to all members of that team. The intended results and priorities outlined in these 
plans are referred to constantly and resource allocations are evaluated. This redundancy is 
necessary for coordinated adaptation to the complex and rapidly changing demands placed on 
the organization. Without constant repetition of the results each manager expects to achieve, 
the organization’s ability to change and remain integrated is lost. 
 


